### Tuesday, November 14

- **9:00 AM** Pavilion Opens
- **9:30 – 10:30 AM**  
  - Hands-On Workshop: Guide Wire Maneuvering Competition
- **12:00 - 1:00 PM**  
  - Lunch Symposium: Peripheral Arterial Disease in Underserved Communities  
    - Danielle Bajakian, MD  
    - Bryan Fisher, MD  
    - Sahil Parikh, MD  
    - Joel Rainwater, MD
- **2:00 – 4:00 PM**  
  - Hands-On Workshop: Vessel Closure Simulation Models

### Wednesday, November 15

- **9:00 AM** Pavilion Opens
- **9:30 – 10:30 AM**  
  - Hands-On Workshop: Guide Wire Maneuvering Competition
- **12:00-1:00 PM**  
  - Lunch Symposium: Crossing and Treating Complex Lower Limb Disease  
    - Brian DeRubertis, MD  
    - Peter Faries, MD  
    - Pat Muck, MD
- **2:00 – 4:00 PM**  
  - Hands-On Workshop: Vessel Closure Simulation Models

### Thursday, November 16

- **9:00 AM** Pavilion Opens
- **9:30 – 10:30 AM**  
  - Hands-On Workshop: Guide Wire Maneuvering Competition
- **12:00-1:00 PM**  
  - Lunch Symposium: Active Percutaneous Closure: Clinical and Economic Value  
    - Zvonimir Krajcer, MD  
    - Bart Muhs, MD  
    - Darren Schneider, MD
- **2:00 – 4:00 PM**  
  - Hands-On Workshop: Vessel Closure Simulation Models

### Friday, November 17

- **9:00 AM** Pavilion Opens
- **12:00-1:00 PM**  
  - Faculty Proctored Hands-on Workshops  
    - Vessel Closure Simulation Models with Marco Manzi, MD  
    - Guide Wire Navigational Models with Darren Schneider, MD  
    - AMPLATZER® Vasculature Models with Cash Horn, MD

### Non-CME Activities